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Using a self storage unit to store your cars may not be the first option you think of when you need
this type of service.  But when you look at the benefits and flexibility of using a self storage facility
along with the low costs associated with it then it is definitely worth considering next time you need
this service.

Here are a few examples of how businesses can benefit from using a self storage facility:-

Fleet Cars.  You may be a small to medium business calling one or more of your fleet cars back in
to be renewed or to be re-allocated.  Currently they are taking up valuable space at your business
premises, sitting there idle and deteriorating in the weather.  Using a storage facility, that can store
your fleet provides security, weather protection, and maintains the value of your vehicles.

Car Yards.  You may be a car yard owner who will have increased stock levels for a short or long
term basis.  But how can you take these cars on if you have nowhere to store them until you can sell
them?  A large storage facility can store numerous cars for you and flexible rental options means
that you only pay for the vehicles that are actually in storage at any one time. You can access your
cars anytime, pick up and drop off cars as they are bought and sold.

Car Dealerships and Auction Houses.  There are times when you are laden with extra stock.  Stock
is money and you need to keep your vehicles protected and free from damage, dust and the rain. 
Making use of a centrally located storage unit means your cars are protected through insurance as
well as securely stored away from opportunistic thieves and vandals.  Keeping your vehicles in tip
top condition means that they maintain their value right up to sale date.

The common factor across all of the above situations being provided by storage facilities is
convenience, flexibility and value for money.  Your vehicles are always in the one spot and they can
be checked in and out, logged and securely stored until you are ready to collect them. Most large
storage facilities offer a range of options for car storage including, self storage units, shipping
containers, car warehouses, and outside parking spots.

So if youâ€™re a logistics manager, fleet manager, car yard owner or work in the car industry think
about self storage as an option for your vehicles.
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